Reading
Mon
22nd

Tue
rd

23

Comprehension
‘Planting bulbs’

24th

Thur

Grammar focus for the week:
Commas in a list

26th

1. Calculations of the Day

Complete Monday assignment
below or on Teams.

Monday assignment – complete work
below.

Teacher reading from the class
book: Lila and the secret of the
rain.

Writing for a purpose:
Tuesday assignment: write a
persuasive paragraph as to why
Father should let Lila go and get the
rain.

Assignments will be set
for each day.
See below.

Oxford Reading Buddy – spend
30 minutes on ORB reading and
doing quizzes.

Wednesday assignment: describe the
scene in the village when it begins to
rain.

Comprehension workbook –
pages 2 & 3 - ‘Little Lee’

Thursday assignment: write a special
rain dance song for Lila to sing to
make it rain.

25th

Fri

Maths

2. Maths lesson:
This week we will be
learning about measuring
and comparing mass.

Complete Tuesday assignment
below.

Wed

Writing

My Maths activity set for the
week – subtraction lines.
https://login.mymaths.co.uk
/login

Free reading and complete
reading journal task – provided
by teacher – see Friday
assignment

Monday
Reading assignment
Read through text

Personal diary entry – what has
happened this week at home, in the
local area, in UK news, or in the
world.
Write this in your home workbook.

‘Simmering skills’ –

Task
Answer question using text.

Writing assignment
We are recapping on how to use commas in list. Can you remember when to use commas? Watch the following
video for a reminder.
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z8x6cj6/articles/zxvcrdm
When writing a list, you should put a comma between each item, except for the last item where you use ‘and’.
For example: "I need to go to the supermarket to buy eggs, milk, bread, sugar and orange juice."
Watch the second video on the webpage and complete the activity. You might want to help write the shopping list
this week and put your knowledge of commas into practice.

Maths assignment
Calculations of the Day

a.
b.
c.
d.

29 + 324 =
683 – 35 =
6x2=
45 ÷ 5 =

Answer the questions

Tuesday
Reading assignment
Have a look at the front cover of our new story. What do you think the story could be about? Where do you
think the story is set? Who is Lila?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EDsHU0CmtBs click on the link to listen to the story being read.
Task
Imagine you live in Lila’s village. Describe how you would feel when there was no rain.
Writing assignment
You are going to write a paragraph as Lila to her Father to persuade him that she should go up the mountain.
Think about why he might not let her go and why she might want to go. She is a girl, she is young, it is dangerous, it
is a long way.
Think about why Lila wants to go. She wants to bring rain for the village, she wants to help, things are dying, she can
save the village. Talk about reasons using each page of the book

Task
Write a paragraph explain why you (as Lila) should be allowed up the mountain to get the rain.
Example
Firstly, it is too hot in the scorching sun to collect any firewood, weed the garden or milk the cows so the people in
the village can’t make any fires to cook food, can’t grow any vegetables to eat and cannot get any milk to drink.
People will run out of food soon and they will starve. Secondly, Mama says the well has dried up. We need water for
many things such as water to drink and to water the plants. Also, we need it for plants to grow and animals to drink.
If the well runs dry the people will have to walk for miles to get water.
Maths assignment
Calculations of the Day
1. 46 + 33 =
2. 65 – 32 =
3. 6 x 3 =
4. 80 ÷ 10 =
Today we are learning about comparing masses in kg’s

Now complete

Wednesday
Writing assignment
Think about the part of the story where it begins to rain in the village.

How do you think the villagers would be feeling? What is happening? What are the villagers doing?
Task
Imagine you were there when it began to rain. Describe what you could see, hear, smell, touch or/and taste.

Maths assignment

Calculations of the Day
1. 65 + __ = 85
2. 65 – __ = 53
3. 5 x ___ = 45
4. 100 ÷ ___ = 10

Complete pages

Thursday
Writing assignment
You are going to make a new song for Lila to sing in case the rain stops again. Have a look at two examples
below.
On the dusty earth-drum
Beats the falling rain;

Now a whispered murmur,
Now a louder strain.
Slender, silvery drumsticks,
On an ancient drum,
Beat the mellow music
Bidding life to come.
Chords of earth awakened,
Notes of greening spring,
Rise and fall triumphant
Over everything.
Slender, silvery drumsticks
Beat the long tattoo-God, the Great Musician,
Calling life anew.
Task
Write a verse for Lila’s new rain dance song.

Thursday’s My Maths tasks – see below

Friday
Reading assignment – free reading
Choose a book of your choice, it could be a story book or a fact story.

Using the game above, play with a parent or sibling. Use
your book to help ask the questions.

Other activities
Week commencing: 22.03.21

Year group: 2

Teacher: Mrs Murley and Mr Flynn

Religious Education
Teaching points
This week we are thinking about how Easter brings new life. Watch the following video to learn about Jesus’
resurrection https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G4g4qcFFwig
Think about what new life we are beginning to see around us. E.g flowers, trees, animals. How does it make us
feel?
Activities
Using the cross template below, write down words that we associate with new life. For example, joy, spring,
happy, colourful.
Resources
Paper (workbook) Pencil and coloured pencils

Science
Teaching points
Make a fruit salad.
1) Find a range of fruits in your house.
2) With an adult, chop the fruit into little pieces
3} Place all your fruit into a bowl.

4) Taste your fruit salad
5) Write down 5 words to describe how it looks, smells and tastes.
Activities
Resources
Paper (workbook)
Pencil
Rubber
Ruler
Coloured pencils or pens
Art
Teaching points
Read the page on African masks
https://kids.britannica.com/kids/article/Africanmask/602131#:~:text=In%20many%20African%20groups%2C%20masks,he%20or%20she%20must%20do
Search different examples of African masks
Activities
Create your own African mask using materials around your house or draw it.

Resources
Paper plate
Paint or pens
Wool or string
Scissors
Pasta

SPELLING
Week commencing: 22.03.21

Year group: 2

Class: Mrs Murley & Mr Flynn

Unit 3 - Spelling rule: This week we are looking at adding the suffix –y.

Monday
Teaching
Read the following words using our new rule:

Read the following words out loud.
sloppy
funny
boggy
muddy
nutty
spotty
Write these words into your red book and underline the double consonants, then circle the suffix in
each word.
Using the words below, write two sentences containing two words from the list.
sloppy
funny
boggy
muddy
nutty
spotty
Example
1. The clown was very funny and had a spotty hat.
2. The woods were muddy and boggy.

Tuesday
Teaching
Unit 3 - Spelling rule: This week we are looking at adding the suffix –y.
Dots and Dashes
Dot and dash the graphemes in the words.
Write the number of sounds.

Wednesday
Teaching
Unit 3 - Spelling rule: This week we are looking at adding the suffix –y. c
Word changers
Root Word

Root Word + Suffix -y

dot

dotty
spotty

sag
fun
runny
Root Word

Root Word + Suffix -y
nutty

mud
sunny
yum
fog
Root Word
dot
spot

Root Word + Suffix -y
dotty
spotty

sag
fun
run

saggy
funny
runny

Root Word

Root Word + Suffix -y

nut

nutty

mud
sun
yum

muddy
sunny
yummy

fog

foggy

Thursday
Teaching
Unit 3 - Spelling rule: This week we are looking at adding the suffix –y.
Dictation
Read the sentence to your child and ask them to write it down.
Once they have done this, show them the sentence. Correct any spelling or punctuation mistakes in a different colour pen.

Friday
Unit 3 - Spelling rule: This week we are looking at adding the suffix –y.
Teaching
Choose the right word
Fill in the blanks using the words

Answers

RE – Cross Template

